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Priority Order for Development (Typical)
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Priority 4: The 90’s Toolbox

• Resist the temptation at almost all costs


• Adding these increase complexity of the system 
substantially and make your code more error-prone


• As a last resort can be used as a “bandage” on an “almost 
working” system that you need to deploy urgently


• Treat these changes as “technical debt” and work to pay it 
back ASAP.
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Priority 3: Tweaking Model Hyperparameters

Connections
Convolutions

Multi-scale

Hyper Parameters Existing Models

• Do this when you are waiting for more labeled data and have no 
viable new research that could be tested


• Don’t start this activity in earnest until you have quantitative 
metrics implemented so you can see the effects of your 
architecture tweaks


• Massively vary hyperparameters and pick the best one 
quantitatively


• Don’t get too attached to any particular architecture


• Don’t expect a huge breakthrough but you might get incremental 
gains that add up over the long term


• Don’t overuse your test set during this process - rely on a 
validation set instead



Priority 2: New External Research

• Take advantage of a huge and active research community


• Follow on Twitter academic leaders doing research in your subject 


• Schedule weekly or semi-weekly code reviews to test out new 
methods on your data


• Schedule comprehensive reviews of the relevant work at NIPS, 
CVPR, ECCV, ICLR, etc and test the code that is released around 
the time of the conference


• Usually will not be “game changers” without some tweaking (but 
sometimes they will be)



Priority 1: Data

Training Data

• The most important way to improve your model is to train on the 
right data


• Invest heavily and early in data infrastructure


• Think carefully about clever ways to augment your data 


• Keep a characteristic training ad testing set for your problem and 
use it to fine-tune new models


• Develop quantitative metrics early on and use them to drive 
progress


• Inspect error cases and retrain (hard negative mining) and collect 
more training data similar to those



Case Study: Hand Tracking @ Magic Leap
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Figure 2. Outline of the DeepFace architecture. A front-end of a single convolution-pooling-convolution filtering on the rectified input, followed by three
locally-connected layers and two fully-connected layers. Colors illustrate feature maps produced at each layer. The net includes more than 120 million
parameters, where more than 95% come from the local and fully connected layers.

very few parameters. These layers merely expand the input
into a set of simple local features.

The subsequent layers (L4, L5 and L6) are instead lo-
cally connected [13, 16], like a convolutional layer they ap-
ply a filter bank, but every location in the feature map learns
a different set of filters. Since different regions of an aligned
image have different local statistics, the spatial stationarity
assumption of convolution cannot hold. For example, ar-
eas between the eyes and the eyebrows exhibit very differ-
ent appearance and have much higher discrimination ability
compared to areas between the nose and the mouth. In other
words, we customize the architecture of the DNN by lever-
aging the fact that our input images are aligned. The use
of local layers does not affect the computational burden of
feature extraction, but does affect the number of parameters
subject to training. Only because we have a large labeled
dataset, we can afford three large locally connected layers.
The use of locally connected layers (without weight shar-
ing) can also be justified by the fact that each output unit of
a locally connected layer is affected by a very large patch of
the input. For instance, the output of L6 is influenced by a
74x74x3 patch at the input, and there is hardly any statisti-
cal sharing between such large patches in aligned faces.

Finally, the top two layers (F7 and F8) are fully con-
nected: each output unit is connected to all inputs. These
layers are able to capture correlations between features cap-
tured in distant parts of the face images, e.g., position and
shape of eyes and position and shape of mouth. The output
of the first fully connected layer (F7) in the network will be
used as our raw face representation feature vector through-
out this paper. In terms of representation, this is in con-
trast to the existing LBP-based representations proposed in
the literature, that normally pool very local descriptors (by
computing histograms) and use this as input to a classifier.

The output of the last fully-connected layer is fed to a
K-way softmax (where K is the number of classes) which
produces a distribution over the class labels. If we denote
by ok the k-th output of the network on a given input, the
probability assigned to the k-th class is the output of the
softmax function: pk = exp(ok)/

P
h exp(oh).

The goal of training is to maximize the probability of
the correct class (face id). We achieve this by minimiz-
ing the cross-entropy loss for each training sample. If k
is the index of the true label for a given input, the loss is:
L = � log pk. The loss is minimized over the parameters
by computing the gradient of L w.r.t. the parameters and
by updating the parameters using stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD). The gradients are computed by standard back-
propagation of the error [25, 21]. One interesting property
of the features produced by this network is that they are very
sparse. On average, 75% of the feature components in the
topmost layers are exactly zero. This is mainly due to the
use of the ReLU [10] activation function: max(0, x). This
soft-thresholding non-linearity is applied after every con-
volution, locally connected and fully connected layer (ex-
cept the last one), making the whole cascade produce highly
non-linear and sparse features. Sparsity is also encouraged
by the use of a regularization method called dropout [19]
which sets random feature components to 0 during training.
We have applied dropout only to the first fully-connected
layer. Due to the large training set, we did not observe sig-
nificant overfitting during training2.

Given an image I , the representation G(I) is then com-
puted using the described feed-forward network. Any feed-
forward neural network with L layers, can be seen as a com-
position of functions gl�. In our case, the representation is:
G(I) = gF7

� (gL6
� (...gC1

� (T (I, ✓T ))...)) with the net’s pa-
rameters � = {C1, ..., F7} and ✓T = {x2d, ~P ,~r} as de-
scribed in Section 2.

Normaliaztion As a final stage we normalize the fea-
tures to be between zero and one in order to reduce the sen-
sitivity to illumination changes: Each component of the fea-
ture vector is divided by its largest value across the training
set. This is then followed by L2-normalization: f(I) :=
Ḡ(I)/||Ḡ(I)||2 where Ḡ(I)i = G(I)i/max(Gi, ✏) 3.
Since we employ ReLU activations, our system is not in-
variant to re-scaling of the image intensities. Without bi-

2See the supplementary material for more details.
3✏ = 0.05 in order to avoid division by a small number.
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How Do We Know When We Are Done?

Target Value

Train0 : 1000 Instances 
Test0 : 500 Instances

Train1 :=  [Train0, Test0] 
Test1 : 1000 New

Train2 :=  [Train1, Test1] 
Test2 : 2000 New

Train3 :=  [Train2, Test2] 
Test3 : 4000 New

New 
External 
Model

Hyperparameter Tweaks, 
Data cleaning and Hard 
negative mining



Summary
• Avoid non-deep methods: These complicate the system and therefore are error 

prone 

• Invest in a data machine: Have the ability to collect new data at will, augment it, 
clean it, label it easily and cheaply 

• Stay up to date on recent research:  Follow leaders on Twitter, periodically pull 
down open code and test on your problem.  Don’t get too attached to your model. 

• Tweak hyperparameters: But only while you are “twiddling your thumbs” 

• Detect when you are done: Incrementally purge and double your test set until 
convergence


